CTU Fund for the Support of Schoolwide Activities

Our Czech language course is designed to improve various aspects of your everyday Czech. You will acquire language skills needed to communicate in real life situations.

Course information
Level: Elementary (A0)
Course Format: 2 x 90 minutes per week on Monday and Wednesday from 4 pm
Term: 29th September – 24th November 2021
Where: Campus Dejvice, MIAS CTU, Kolejní 2a, Prague 6
Maximum 15 students in a class.

Communicative topics covered by the course: Shopping and ordering in a restaurant, Travel and transportation, Likes and dislikes, Directions, Weather, Daily routines, and Health.
The lessons are interactive, enjoyable and funny and have clear objectives that contribute to your overall progress and move you closer to achieving your individual language goals.

If you attend this course you will:
• gain confidence in your speaking, listening, reading and writing abilities
• be taught by highly qualified and experienced teachers